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Aahh! Holiday Season! Uplifting mood, smell of cinnamon and hot
chocolate by the fireplace, family gatherings and.. a headache of
choosing presents. Choosing the right one for some people might be
a nightmare, especially if you haven’t seen them in a while or they
come in a group and you don’t want anyone to feel forgotten.
Especially for these cases, here’s a little Gift Guide from Holiday Orbs.
5 unexpected Orbs for 5 expected people

A male collegue that you want to get closer to

WISE Orb is a good catch for a man. Some silly men don’t like flowers. Because they are
too musculine for that. That’s when the power of fern comes in handy as it’s believed to
bring wisdom to their hairy heads, that we want to rumple so much. And they just keep
looking in a different direction during a coffee break.

A cousin who wants to get married and has been single for the last 5 years

LOVING Orb was created especially for such cases. One of the first Orbs ever made it
keeps to be one of the most popular ones. No wonder, as marigold is believed to
predict a life-changing encounter with a loved one, that will eventually become a
faithful life partner.
Mom

C’mon, you must admit that you always look for gifts last minute. At least for us, it’s usually
“Omg, omg I’ve completely forgotten about a gift for mom!” That’s when it’s time for
PURE Orb
with chamomile which, literally, means “mother” in Latin.

Warmongering fruitarian friend

Frutarians are known to be fierce warriors. And aside from battling with them for food
reasons, you still have to wage your own war on what to give them as a Holiday
present. That’s the moment to use your secret weapon UNFADING Orb, that’s made
with oregonean adler cones (collected from the ground, of course) and red cedar,
that’s called “A Tree of Life” in Europe.
Next door neighbor

The hit of season 2015, MEMORABLE Orb with statice inside is a universal and colorful
Gift for pretty much any person. And who can fit the description of “any person” better
then your next door neighbor? Maybe next time he will remember not to call the police
when your little housewarming party gets outta control
And in case you need more inspiration, here’s a link to our full 2016\2017 Catalog

